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Mr. Morier, to be immense, w~ are perfectly satisfied that:
is little or nothing: but ,we make this conclusion on reasons
very different from those which lead Mr. Morier to reject its
perpetual accumulation: our assurance arises from a knowlege
of the difficulty of coHecting such a treasure in Persia, and the
facility of spending it; of the perpetual existence of such re:.
ports, and the perpetual discovery of their falsehood.
In confining our report of this volume to those features of it
which more immediately form the national portraiture of Persia,
we have been obliged to pass over a great number of minute
and incidental circumstances which much contribute to it.
variety and its interest. On the subject of moquments of
antient history and remains of antient art, to which Mr. Morier '
occasionally attends with laudable diligence and curiosity, (as particularly at Persepolis and Shapour,) our boundaries now compel
us to be silent; and the same cause restricts usfrom gratif'ying
OUl' readers with the author's biographical account (p. 220223') of Mirza A~ul Hassan, the late Persian envoy to our
court, whom he accompanied to England, and who excited
much attention while in this country. The anecdotes also relative to this personage, during his passage to Europe, which
:Mr. M. has inserted in the ' Conclusion,' are amusing and informing. We recommend the remark of one of his attendants,
on seeing the Waltz Clanced at a ball given by the English ambassador at Constantinople, to the consideration of all lovers of
that now fashionable whirl: - " Pray," said lie, " dots fmy
thing msut after all this P"
A number of plates greatly enrich and satisfactorily illustrate
dUs work.
'"

CataltJgtlt de la ColkeliD" Mi"lraIDg;gut tiu CDmle tU
lItc.; i. t. A Catalogue of the Mineralogical Collection
of the Count de Bournon, Fellow of the Royal and Linn~an ~o.
cieties of London, Member of the Geological Society in the same
city, of the Wemerian of Edinburgh, and of several of the Acade.
mies of Sciences in France; drawn up by himself, and contaming
many Observations and interesting- Facts not hitherto detailed, Scc.
To which is annexed an Answer to the Abbe Haiiy's Metnoir OD
the Simplicity of the Laws to whiclt the Structure of Crystal. i•
• ~ed, Sce. Bvo. pp. 680. With a folio Volume of Plates.;
d. IS. Boards. De Conchy. 1813'

AB'I". H.

BOUTnDII,

A s the Count de Bournon's communications, on all matters

connected with his favourite study, are characterized by a
rare union of accuracy and originality, we had confidently anticipated much unalloyed gratification from a perusal of the
present performance. The preliminary discourse, however,
Ibv. JAN. 181+
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which is penned with all the eloquence of acute "feeling, hat
thrown a gloom over the exquisite mental repast which the an..
thor has prepared for his readers: since we learn from it that
the noble collection, which had been assiduously accumulated
during eighteen years of care, anxiety, and persel'erance, is now
offered for sale; and its learned and ingenious proprietor bid.
"a mournful adieu to that science which had formed one of the
principal charms of his existence, and had softened with itl
benign influence the visitations of misfortune. The statemertq,
with which he has deemed itlproper to accompany this afHictini
intelligence, are of a very painful description: but, as far as they
are intended to affect the reputation of a distinguished individual,
they fall not within the sphere of our critical cognizance. Be..
sides, the allegations to which we allude are those Qf the offended
party only, and therefore cannot be fairly received as a full and
genuine record of the matters of fact. By this reflection, we
are very far from insin\1ating the most remote. tendency to re:
present circumstances otherwise than they were supposed te
have really taken phce: bllt it is, we tl1ink, extremely probable that both the Count and the emin.E'nt person of whose
proceedings he complains "may, from want of mutual and candid
explanation, have laboured under prejudice and misconception.
At all events, the former will readily excuse us frompronouncjng an opinion in affairs of so much delicacy, on ex par"le evidence. Wc owe it, moreover, to ourselves and to the public,
to allot as much room as we can conveniently afford to notices
of some of the more interesting portions of his valuable
cabinet.
, This collection ie composed of more than 22,000 specimens, of
which above 10,000 are insulated crystals. It is included in 225
drawer., each divided into compartments or cases, in which the 1Ipe-eimen! are placed on a layer of cotton. :tdany of these drawers, &elected from among the largest, contain 130 or more of t}rese compartments. The insulated crystals, wben small, are placed on a
IUpport of green wax, which admits of their being examined with
ease, afld without risk of their being lost. In each case, tbey are sepa.
rated from' the layer of cotton by a small paper-box. In variOUt
instances, when the specimellJ are small, or when there. are mauy
limilar crystaLs, a single case includes a considerable quantity of
them.
"
c I ha'fe said that the specimens in tIlis collection are small; and,
ill fact, those which form its basis are of very inconsiderable dimenlions, though perfectly defined. Upwards ot 3OCo, however, with •
• ut being of any extraordinary size, would make a conspicuout
!gure in any collection. Few are the substances of which the ap_
propriate series does not involve, either in crystals or in the other
varieties, facts Dot hitherto quoted; and with respect to many, the
aew fac\l, tllo~e eapecially of a crystallographic deacription, amount
te.
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to a very conliderable number. Some of these ~s are astonishm.rJy rich; Inch, for example, among the atoues, I1'e those wbtcb
to tlte carbonet of lime, arr.agonite, the fluate and." sulphate
of lime, the sulphate and carbonate of barytes, the carbonate of
etronban, quartz, corundum, and those which relate to the oriental
gem, Ipinell, most of the gems, pyroxene, mica, &c.; and, among
the metals, those which refer to native and red silver, the sulphuret
and muriate of that metal, and to almost all the kinds of copper.
irou, tiD, and lead ores, &c. Corundum, including every thing relative
~o the eastern gem, alone presents an immense collf'Ctioh; which i,
at the ame time vety precious, and probably could not again be
fOrmed. I believe that I' am even warranted to assert that a free ..
dom of choice, in all the collections of Europe, would be altogethel:'
inadequate to the )nstitution of such another; and I am very confidently persuaded that, unless a person were cO\1veyed to the diffe.
rent places in which nature herself might present the facility of selection. he would resort in vain to the combined resources of all the
dealera iD stones and jewellers of Ceylon, and of the peninsula of
ladia. The astonishing riches which my collection contains in this
substaqce, and in the spinell, the series of whose crystals i. also
uDique. I owe to one of those fortunate circumstances to which
ehance alone cal;1 give birth, ~d which science ought to improve
with so much the more activity, nay even eagerness, because tht: re.
cunence of the case is not to be expected.'

belong

The Catalogue, though very summary with regard to many
particulars, conveys detailed" information relative to the m~
remarkable substances, with occasional notices of the author's
ingeniOUS investigations. To have conducted it on a more extensive scale would have required a greater sacrifice of ~ime
and expence than was compatible with the exigencies of his
situation. - The whole collection appears to have been formed
and arranged chiefly with a view to illustrate the crystallograph),
of the several species: a department of tbe science in which
the Count has long and successfully laboured, although his relults are occasionally at variance with those of the celebrated
Haliy•. In the event of his collection passing into the hands of
an individual, or of any corporate society worthy of possessin,
it, he takes leave particularly to recommend the following ob
jects ~s the most deserving of study and research:
"

C

I.

The crystalline department of the oriental gem.

It contain.

a 'Very con9iderable number of forms of which I was ignorant when I
published my memoir on the subject in the Philosophical Tranaactioua

of the Royal Society of London, many of them very interestiDg',
aDd not to be traced in any other collection. 7.. Red silver. The
aenesof crystals of this substance is immense, and.very probably unique:
its varieties of forms excite a singular degree of interest, on account of
~e striking relation which they present between the modificationsofit,a
. primitive rhomboid, aDd that of the ~ar~Quate.f lil,Dc. 3. Native
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metallic copper, oE whiCh this collection comprizea. Tery numerout
aeries of crystals, most of them prc:aenting a very ~Uliar aspect,
apparendy quite remote from the form of their pnmitive cryatal.
The forrqs of these crystals may, in ahort, be reckoned among tile
most interesting in the whole range of cryatallography. + Every
thin~ rclati.e to lead, of which this collection posaesaes, in all the
speCies, ..ery considerable suites of crystals, the greatest number of
which have not been described.
To' the collection· ia aunesed •
.mes of wooden models of laoo crystals, presenting 1415 varieties
of form, IlS several of them exhibit a different variety at each of their
extremities. These crystals, which were made by myself, are of •
very hard wood; they are executed with much care, and preaerYe
the angles of the substance to which they belong.'
The author's account of his specimens of stones and meta~
is more minute, and more interspersed with critical observations, than his notices of the other divisions of his cabinet: but,
whatever may be the fate of his accumulated stores, his printed
catalogue will descend to posterity as a lasting memorial of
geni~s, zeal, and perseverance. In our present report, we can
merely ~Iance at a few of its most prominent contents.
The Count de Bournon's elaborate treatise on the Carbonate
of Lime evidently bespeaks his familiar acquaintance with ~
most extensive diversity of specimens in that department; and
we find, accordingly, that his samples of this substance am~unt
to 3 J 60, of which 1890 are detached crystals: besides a ve..,
considerable series, illustrative of the author's ideas on the
groWth of shells and pearls; upwards of 300 large pieces,
which cann9t be reduced without rendering them useless; and
, some apparently anomalous crystals, from the Ferce Isles, which
arc -particularly described' in a note. The Arragonite series is
extremely rich and precious, consisting of 134 articles,. 100 of
which are .separate crystals. The fluate of lime comprizes
334 pieces io all, 212 of which are insulated crystals. Among
these fiuates, is an E"trochul from Derbyshire, about ten lines
in diameter; which, throughout its length, is half in the state
of lamellated carbonate of lime, with the organic texture perfectly preserved, and half in the state of purple fiuor. Among
the varieties which illustrate the phosphorescence of this su.bstance, some exhibit the phznomenon in water heated to near
the point of ebullition. A green variety from Siberia, whenpounded, and thrown on a shovel, heated to the first approach
to redness, displays a beautiful phosphorescent light, of green,
yellow, and Tlolet. Other mixtures of coloured flames are
produced by other varieties.
Among 74 specimens of Apatite, some are very rare, and a
considerable number of the varieties are undescribed. - Of Bar.ti&lione and GypSUDl, the series is rich and precious; and the
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euae reJmrk applies to the sulphates and carbonates of haryte-.
aud stronban, with the whole family of quartz, chalcedoD1J
. ;mcl most

of the siliceous species; particularly those

ofcoru.n~

dum, (of which the coJIection contains 1444 specimens,} spine)}",
and topaz. - Under the denomhlation of Garntt, aTe included
as varieties not only the precious and common; but the Pfrope~
colophanite. topazolite, melanite, &c., an arrangement of which
the propriety would perhaps require some farther investigation •
.Among the rarer substances belonging to this class, we find 16
specimens of aplome, 80f pyrophysalite, 3 of pyen~te, 10 of
Haii'yne, 13 of dichro'ite, 19 of Humite, 7 of 6brolite,6 oHndiaDlte, 6 of zoizite, 148 of sahlite, a species which the author
proves to be peifectly distinct from· attgite, delineating at considerable length the primitive and deriyative forms of its crystals.
Various samples are also quoted of spodumene, anthophyltite.
yenite. scapolite. fah]unite, gabronite, allochroi"te, natrolite.
sodalite, &c. &c. In his observations on lepido]ite, the Count
assigns very satisfactory reasons for its non.idemity with mica..
Iron. he observes, appears to be' essential to the constitution of
the latter: but neither iron nor manganese, according to the
analysis of Klaproth, seems to be rtquisite in the constitution of
lepidolite. Mica is fusible. but with difficulty, under the blowpipe, and yields a glass more or less inclined to brown 01' black;
whereas the flame has scarcely touched lepidolite, when it
melts with ebullition into a perfectly colourless glass. Its primitive form likewise differs from that of mica. - An article too
long for transcription. but involving some new and important
news. is given on mica itself; and the colJection of specimens
belonging to this substance amounts to 471, 18'3 of which are
4etached crystals.
The volcanic specimens. 47S in number, chiefly refer to
tOme of the qUe&bons which have been most keenly agitated
between the advocates of the Plutonian and the Neptlinian

dleories:

.

, I would here.' says dle author. C be permitted to make an obse!'o
nUDo to which I am prompted by the interest that I feel for the progress of scien~e. How is it possible that M. Werner, the extent or
whose knowlege, and the abilIty with which he has rendered it useful,
have elevated him throughout Germany to the rank of the principal
legislator of mineralogy, by giving at the same time the sanction of a
law to his decisions at the verymomeo,t when he saw mineralogists, who
were calculated to inspire some confidence, object to hisexc1nding many
IUbstancea from the number of those of volcanic origin, and ground.
ing their objections 00 facts exhibited by the vokanoes themliClvea.
either those extinguished at unknown and more or less remote epochs,
or those io actual comhuation :-how, I say, is it possible that he coulel
chaiah PO delire of adding to bis 8JIlazing know lege that of thel
effect.

e
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effects produced by these grand and powerful phenomena of natore
How is it that he has not come forwards to study them in their
aaDctUluit6, and thus acquire the right of refuting, with appropriate
'Weapons, all opposition to his ex-clusions i or tearing out with his own
hands the leaves of the system which contain them? Thus would
he have completed the lar&e measure of obligatiun, which his labours
have conferred 011 ·mineralllgy.'
Although. on most occasion!!, we are much inclined to'
c:~ncur in. the Count's opinions and reasonings, we cannot
gl"elltly applaud his anxiety to retain the Scotch. appellation of
whi,l j which is purely provincial, and of such vague application as to be predicated of almost any stone that possesses more
tll.ln usual hardness. He no doubt restricts it to a series of
rocks whicli, if we .rightly comprehend his meaning, includes
basalt at one extremity, and coarse-grained green-stone at the
other; but this is a limitation of the ordinary use of the term.
and, after all, tends little to the purposes of precision.
The Infi.JmITI.lblc Substances are arranged under sulphur.
:amber, mellite, mineral pitch and ar.phaltus, ('lastic bitumen.
lignite, coal, authracite, plumbago, and pieces intended to illustrate a sort of shrinking experienced by coal and: bituminous
~chistus. Under each title, the number of specimens is anJlounced: but these substances, like the salts, which are next
introduced, are very shortly passed in review. Some of the
Barpples in both these departments are, however, extremely
rare. Of Glauberite we find not fewer than 26 specimens:
c This sak, which exists quite formed by nature, has been obsened.
within these very few years by M. Brongniart,. who has given it..
description aud analysis in Nu. 133' of the Journal of Mines. It i.
obtained from Oscagna, in New Castil!e, in Spain, where it is included iu the heart of rock-salt, from which it is vtTy' easily dttached
into sepm-ate crystals by breaking the pieces. Among those that
belon~ to this cabin~t, many completely revtal the direction of their
primitive planes.
.
, M. Brongniart, after having observed that glauberite ianot a aalt
with a duuble base, reports, according to the analysis which he made
of its composition, o. 49 of sulphate of lime, and o. SI of sulphate of
aoda, both deprived of water. Thus, as the AbM Hauy very properly remarks, since we are ignorant of the crystalline form of the
sulphate of soda deprived of water, we cannot be certain that glauberite does not belong to this salt, mised with simple or waterless
aulphate of lime. Here, however, I would beg ltavc to ask of
M. Brongniart, why this salt may not be the result of a triple combination of sulphuric acid, soda, and lime? I am aware that
chemists do not believe in triple combinations: but I confess that
cannot easily conceive their reasOns.'
Several of the Saline Crystals which are here enumerate.
haNe been procured artificially; and of several, also, the priJni..
tive form has been either ascertained or approximated.

Dlanr
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The description of the metallic por~n of the aabinet, with
270 pages. In front
are ranked 90 specimens of native gold, some of which exhibit
small groupes of crystals; :md a single detacbed crystal presents a beautiful and very rare variety, namely, a regular tetraedron, having each of its sharp angles replaced by two planes, and
each of its solid angles by three.
The next article is Platina in grnin, both from Peru and
Brazil; that which came from the latter country affording
some puzzling cases of crystallization. From the platina-sand •
haye been elll:tracted some small grains and one minute plate of
palladium, rhodium in the reguline state, and six insulated
crystals of united iridium and osmium, also in the metallic
abte. In reference to this last-mentioned substance, the Count
was desirous of ascertaining by experiment whether it were really
insusceptible of malleability, as commonly alleged. With this
view, he placed several grains on a small block of steel, and struck
them forcibly with a hammer: when the blow, without breaking
them,.flattened and extended them; a~d,. which is very remarkable, they thus contracted such a strong adherence to the
steel, that it, is no longer possible to separate them from it.
A series of 121 specimens of Native Silver is particularly
valuable, on account of the variety and perfection of their
forms; besides that some of them are of very rare occurrence..
In several of .the small samples from Kongsberg, in Norway,
all the ramifications of native silver are so many aggregates o~
minute cubes. In other instances, this metal presents elegaat
exhibitions of fern leaves, regular octaedrons, large hexaedral
plates, &c. The more rare modifications of silver, ore, contained in this repository, are antimQnil\l silver, antimonial and"
arsenical combined, the sulphuret and flexible sulphuret of
silver and copper, land the fragile sulphuret, (lproJe glasmh of
Wemer,) which is generally regarded by the French mi-.
neralogists as a simple variety of red 5ilver that has undetgolle
alteration.

the accompanying observations, occupies

c This mineral, w'hich is very rare, is doubtless unknown to them ;
otb«wise, they would assuredly have preserved it among the most
perfectly distinct species of this metal. It is,' nevertheletls, true
that most f)f the G«;rma!, minera~ogist8 appear to me to ~onfound, wit~
the crystals of fragtle VitreoUS Silver. other crystal. which very roam."
festly belong to red silver, and even sometimes to the altered .ul.
phuret of silver; .a circumstance that may have contributed to the'
eTTOr which they have committed in cancelling the lubBtance i~
flueation from the liat of mineral species.'
.

ne sulphuret of silver and copper made part of a precious
package which.was transmitted from Petersburgh, by Dr. Crith...
~~
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ton, first phJsician to the Emperor of Russia. It was found
in the mines of Culivan in Siberia, is extremely'fragile, and.
very fusible under the blow-pipe.
In the list of Quick..silver specimens, we observe 14 of the
native metal, 2 of nati\"e amalgam, 131 of cinnabar, and 16 of
muriate of mercury.
The Copper series is among the richest that we recollect to
have seen quoted; for, of 239 specimens of the native metal,
81 are insulated erystals,and many of them are of singular beauty
• and rarity. Those of the sulphurets amount to 138; of the
double sulphuret of copper and iron, to 100; of grey copper
ore, to 106; of copper pyrites, to 86; of the green carbonate
(If copper, to 120; of copper azure, to 222 ; besides a great
variety of the arseniates and oxyds of the same metal" &c.
which ,are particularly detailed. The yellow sulphuret of
copper and iron, though composed of the same principles and
nearly of the same proportions as the grey, is uniformly
distinguished by its colo~r; a difference so striking as of
itself (0 suffice for a permanent discrimination of species.
C I long ago advanced, (say. the Count,) for the first time, that I
supposed this difference mIght proceed from the state in which the
iron is present in each of them. In the yellow sulphuret of copper and
iron, it appears to me to be in the metallic state, as it exists in martial
pyritl's, whereas it is in the state of oxyd in the grey sulphuret fir
copper and iron. With what satisfaction have I observed M. Gueni.
"eau ~upportillg, and even demonstrating, this very opinion, by hi.
skilful analyseR of the yellow sulphurets of copper and iron, of
St. Bel, near Lyons, an4 of Baigorry! One of his analyses yielded to
him 30.2 of copper, 32.3 of metallic iron, and 37 of sulphur;
and the second, 30.S of copper, 33 of iron in tJte metallic 6ta~, and
3S of sulphur.
,
, The existen'ce of iron in the metallic state being once recognized
in the yellow 8ulpllllret of copper and iron, while it is in the state oC
()xyd in the grey sulphuret of copper and iron, the composing' sub.
stances of these two ores cease to be the same; and their difference, as
species, is strongly pronounced. A difficulty concerning them.
however, remains to be explained; for, if the two substances are dif.
,rerent. why do they present the same primitive form? Our knowlege
in crystallography is not yet, I apprehend, sufficiently adviUlced t~,
enaple us to answer this question. 80 al completely to ~so!ve the.
doubt. I ,hall only mention that the charactcri~tic form of mineral
substancel~ does not exc.lusively reside in the primitive form of the
crystal, but Iikewille, and principally, in that of the integrant mole.
cules which concur in tJte composition of that cryatal. Many integrant
molecules of different forms may contribute, by their union, to the
production of primitive forms perfectly si~ilar: thus it is that, in
forms of more easy di&&ection than the tetraedron, such 88 the cube,
'We may arrive at their construction by a great number of mole..
culea of difl~t abapea. Under the article diamond, wc have.

.
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been constrained to acknowlege that rile tme form of the intepnt
molecules of the octaedron. and of the tetraedron, is still unknown to us;
that we have 'been led to admit, for that of the integrant molecule
of the octaedron, the tetraedron; and for that of the latter, the tetraedron.
iuelf. It might, I think. be very easily deIIJonstrated that these two
forms cannot be those of the integranrmoleculesof these two solids: but
it is by no means 80 easy to arrive at the knowle~e of the true form 0
these molecules. This determination is. I conceIve, a task which remains
he executed; and, until it is accomplished. our crystallo-.
graphic information will continue incomplete: but what is the .cience
Of which all the parts are perfect? Let us honeatIy avow our ignorance; and, with it, the impossibility of our answering at present, in.
a satiafactory mlU,lner, the question which I have just proposed.'
The sulphurets of Copper and Antimony,. of which the
Count possesses eight specimens, and which are noticed for the
first time, are derived from the mine of Bojojawletusk, near
Katherinburg, in Siberia. It bears a consid-erable resemblanee.
to the grey sulphuret of copper and iron, but differs from. it
essenrially in the total absence of the la&t.~entioned met!ll iDr. W ol1aston hav.ing detected in. its composi.tion only. copper"
antimony, and sulplu.. r.
Under the title of Blue Copper, will be found some im•.
portant remarks on the differences whi'ch exist between thonative and artificial cry&tals of that substance. - A line suite
of 91 specimens of the black oxyd of copper has e~bled the
author to describe that species in a much more ample mllnner,
tban.any preceding mineralogist had attempted.
.
The. Iron genus is also richly ~llustrated by the voluminous_
contents of this valuable catalogQe; the numerical items of;
this department being 13 spedmens'of native metal, (atmos..
pheric.) 107 of the oxydulated or- magnetic sort, 19~ of the
specujar, 107 of that specimen oxydized to the maximum"
12.0 of the hydro-oxydized, 30 of the piciformly ox-ydized, 107
of the arseliic;al, 580 of different modifications ~nd states '0£
the sulphuret, 16 of the phosphate, 1 of Turquoise, 6 of
the chromate, $2 of the araeniate, I~ of the sulphate, 34.oE
the spany, and a few anomalous pieces.
Count de Do's exposition of the most highly oxydized ape•.
cimens of iron is enriched by many original and interesting.
observations, which we cannot !!tay to report. The columnar
variety is ass,crted to. be the effect Qf retreat or shrin~iDg: but'
why may it not be. ascribed to a rude crystaUiz~tion.? The
crystallized varieties of the hydro.Qxyd of iron are very raret
and have been little noticed. We therefore gladly make roo~.
for the following intimation :
c The diltrict which, as far as I- know, has hitherto funaiahed the
IDtIt specimen8, mc! thoae contaiuingthe beat~terize4-crystalaof

10
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Lydro.oxyd of iron, i. the neighbourhood of Bristol. There we
meet with quartzoze geodes, the inner surfaces lined with crystals of
quartz, on which arc sometimes disseminated very minute though perfectly defined crystals of hydro.oxyd of iron, but always in small
quantities, and frequently included even in the heart of the quartz
crystals. Although these geodes always contain crystals of quartz
in their interior, it abmetimea Itappens that their outer crust, instead
of being quartzose, it itself hydro-oxyd; in which case, the iron il
manifest in diverging fibres rOUtld a common centre, and forms within
the geode .mall mamillz, on the surface of which these fibres frequently separate from one another, so as to reveal their crystallized
form. The crystale belonging to this iton are always very minute,
'ftry much lengthened, and very slender. Their forms appear to be
all deducible from the elongated cube, or the rectangular parallelopepidon; 80 that, as we have already ~n in the preceding 8peCIeS,
the prism here eeetns rather to lupply the place of the straight rectansuIar para1lelopepidoll than that oi the cube.'

On the Piciform-o:tyd, likewise, we have some novel observations. Though it certainly resembles the 'Vitreous black oxyd
of 'Hally, it does not, like that substance, become magnetic by
heat; nor does it scratch glass; and ita aspect approaches,
more to that of pitch or bitumen, than to that of glass.
Neither does it seem to possess any of the characters of the
black iron of Werner; which is more properly the hematiform
oxyd of manganese, a substance which is always more or less
mixed with the ozyd of iron. The primitive ,form of this new
.pedes is either a cube or a rectangular parallelopepidon, very'
nearly approaching to a cube. Its colour varies from a deep
black, to blackish, and brown. Its faces have a shining IU8tr'e••
W'hen not crystallized, it may be very readily mistalten for
atphaitul. Its fracture is conchoidal; and its specific grarity.
which varies in different specimens, has not been found to
exceed 40.00. Under the blow-pipe, it diminishes in bulk.
and changes, without any indication of fusion, into a light:
Icoriaceous matter, which exercises no action on the magaetic·
needle. With borax, it yields a glass of a dirty yellow_
Some of its varieties very readily decompose into a powder, of.
different degrees of yellow: but both this substance and the
lulphate of the hydrO-O:lyd of iron, which is also described •.
require to be more completely investigated.
The sulphurets of iron, and especially their crystalline
forms, many of which ha'Ve not been before described, are
here ranged under six sections; according as they belong to the
amooth or the striated. cube, to the regular octaedroD, to the pria- '
matic rhomboid, to the undetermined fOrms, or as they happen_
to.be effected by decomposition. Under each of theie heads.
will be foua.d many G~l1eDt obsemtioDs.
~
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'I'ht! assortment of the Arseni~te8 is thu. described:
, This series is very beautiful and very precious, on account of the
«lection of the lpecimens. We may here observe. in respect of
colour, different shades, from deep grass.green to light green, u
as yellowish, and from reddish.brown to fellowish resiu-reci. Amon~
the pieces of this last description. is one In which all the edges of the
cube. the primitive crystal of this substance, are replaced by a linear
lane, equally inclined on those that are adjacent; a variety of which
was ignorant, when I described this substance, for the tint time, ill
the Philosophical Transactions for the year I~OI.
• Moreover, if) this suite, i. included a verr interelting eeriea of
.pecimens, in which the cubes of arseniated iron are decompoted
without losing their form, and have passed to the state of a reddisbbrown, aDd 81ightly yellowish oxyd of iron: this variety i. extremely rare.
• Another piece likewise occurs, also very rare, iD which the
arteDiate of iron forms a cellular mass, of a brown-red, mixed with
amaU mamillz of .ulphureted copper and iroll, and of minute
particles of metallic copper.' .
..'
.

wen

f

Under the article Tin, we are presented with 13 specimen.
of the metallic variety, 311 of the oxyd, 52 of the hema,tiform
oxyd, and 12 of the sulphuret.
. .
The Lead consists of a 80litary specimen of the native
metal, 193 of the sulphuret, or galena, 500 of the carbonate,
24 of the rhomboidal carbonate, 185 of the phosphate, I of
the arseniate, 246 of the molybdate, 117 of the chrom~te, 357
of the sulphate, 3 of the murio-4:arbonate, and 4 of the redoxyd, or native minium.
, The existence of native lead has not been hitherto obee"ed ill •
manner at all approaching to certainty, except by M. Rathke, in tho
island of Madeira; where that learned Dane ia laid to haw: found,
in pieces of tender lava of that island. small contorted mUle. of lead
perfectly in the metallic atate. Although we should admit this facC
.. conclusive of the existence of native lead, it ia too much impreued
with tbe character of an accidental product, not to make the mineralogist desirous of a still more incontestible proof of the pbenomenon.
• The cbaracters of the tpecimen here deposited lleing calculated
to remo\'e all suspicion of an artificial origin, no doubt, I think,
should an., longer remain respecting the natUral existence of metallic
lead; which will, nevertheless. always continue to be regarded a. o •
• f the rarest aubst:mces in mineralogy.
, This specimen, of which the si~e ill nearly that of a .mall orange,
but. without possessing it. roundneu, is a very com~act lamellar
galena ; with lamine, of moderate extent, which Jntersect one
BDother in different directionl. This galena has the upect and lustre
of the ordinary sort, and at first eight would create no luspicion oE
the Dative metallic lead. Yet, if we judge from its weight, which it
considerably greater than that of common galena, the dose of metallic
>

lcael which it aft"ordt JIluf\ be far from
-
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contained in the ttry IUbltaDce of the gaIeaa, in perfectly cliltinct
particles, eallily diacemible with a lens, and- w:hich are IOmetimea
multiplied to such a degree that the portion of galella including them
may be cut with a knife, as if it were wholly in the atate of metallic
lead. Under the stroke of the hammer, thill galena i. flattened
nearly in the &ame manner as pure metallic lead; and, on examining
with the lens the' part that has been struck, we perceive that the
sulphureted portion of its substance has been reduced to a hlack
powder, which moatly remains included ill the wry substance of
the flattened lead, and obscures its lustre. It is not without tbe
Il:eatest difliculty that we can effect, by the hammer, the aeparatioa
of some fragments of this speci!:nen.
'
• The value of this mass of galena is still enhanced. by the circumstance of a part of its surface being ~nvested with the red o;yd of
lead, or mimum, under the form of small mamillz, which betray a
alight transparency on their edges. Some parts of this same minitlm
are contained even in the substance of the galena. The metallic state
of the lead has, I presume, much contributed to the production of
this red oxyd.
.
, I am ignorant of the locality of this preciolls morsel, and for the
possession of it I am indebted merely to onc of those fortunate accidents with which I have ~n frequently favollred; sllch as, in like
manner, will always occur to every mineralogist, who is disposed to
eeek them without intermission, and not to allO\v them to escape.
This specimen was placed among a considerable number of others.
of very moderate pretensions, and the dealer was as completely
ignorant of its locality as of its value! It is very often among
pieces thus unknown, and frequently thro\vn among refuse, that 1
have found the most uncommon and the most interesting samples.'
Among the rarer sulphurets of lead, is mentioned a scI:ie.
from Siberia, presenting small-grained galena, contained in a
white transparent substance, which phosphoresces if even
rubbed with a tooth-pick.
The suite of Carbonates of Lead in this collectioa is in all
probability unrivalled, whether we consider its numbers, the
variety of its non-descript fonus, or the specialties of interesting
facts connected with its illustration: but any analysis of these
particulars, howsoever ,abridged, would carry us far beyond our
accustomed boundaries. A solitary specimen of the arsenite
came from St, Prix, in Burgundy, where it is {pund in the
fibrous capillary form, and of a pale yellow hue. - The
)101ybdatos offer 197 detached crystals, among which are
many undescribed forms. - The Murio-carbonate, whic~ call
no longer be procured from its Derbyshire repository, the mine
having been submerged, has acquired a high value from this
accidental circumstance; as well as from its extremely pleasing
and elegant aspect. ,The characters and forms of thia very rare
'pecie& are here traced with great precision.

.
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The Zinc specimens comprize 186 Of the sulphuret, or
blend, 6 of the oxyd, 130 of the quartzose oxyd, or calamine,
and 83 of the carbonate. The sulphurets are particularly rlCh
in non-descript forms, and some of them are remarkable for'
their compact, mamillated,~nd stalactitical appearance. The
IIJDples of the oxyd were transmitted by Dr. Bruce, Professor
of Mineralogy in the Universitf of New York. They are so
nearly pure, and so ditFerent from calamine in specific gravity,
in the absence of quartz, and in other properties, that the Count
considers them as belonging to distinct species. With regard
to the crystalline forms of calamine, the Abbe. Haiiy appears
to have determined them from a very limited range of varieties;
a defect which the present. series is well calculated to supply,
by exhibiting a diversity of modifications. A very small
specimen from Siberia is of a fine sky-blue.
Bismuth. This series exhibits 44 .specimens of the native
metal, , of the sulphuret, 13 _of the nadel-n-z of the Germans,
(which is a triple sulphuret of bismuth, lead, and copper,) and
6 of the oxyd.
Of Cobalt, the ores consist of 50 of the grey, 106 of the.
of the arseniate, and the same number of the.
arsenical,
oxyd, with 5, specimens of a more doubtful description.
Under Nickel, are ranged three specimens of the native
metal, 35 of the arsenical, -and 7 of the oxyd. The first
belong to the capillary variety, for the knowlege of which we
are indebted to Klaproth; because, previously to his analysis,
it was regarded as a variety of capillary marual pyrites. The
aoWl fibres, - when strongly magnified, appear to be ,very
eIoogated rectangular paralldopepidons. Three of the pieces
of the oxyd are distinguished by a very fine meadow-green,
nrymg with yellowish and whitish green.

I,

, Ooe of theae pieces. in particular, is, extremely rare, and hitherto
nm uuique. as far as it exhibits very marked indications of a crystallized form; whence we may infer that this substance is a regu..
lar hesaedral prism. On this piece ~e observable three small cryat8b,
wbicIl are depressed at their extremities. and evince a tendency to the
pyramidal form, as is known to take place with regard to some va..
rietia of the phosphate of lead. This series also contains a very beautifU monel of the variety of this substance from Kozemutz, which
. . heeD denominated Pitmlile.'

Anenic includes 24 specimens of that metal, in the native
Itate, 8 of the yellow sulphuret, or orpiment, 4J of the reel
Rlplmret, or realgar, and 1 of the oxyd.
Manganese presents us with 187 specimens of the oxyd, 24
ci the lithoidal modification, 4 of the sulphuTet, and 6 of
• phosphate. The epithet lithoidal ia avowedly borrowed
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from Brongniart, and merely indica~es the stony natu~ of
this ore, of which the genuine constitution remains to be
\8Certained.
Six samples of native Antimony occur, all from Allemond,
in the Alps of Dauphiny; :uof the arsenical, '5 I of the
sulphuret, 23 of the suJpliureted oxyd, (red antimony,) 13
of the oxyd, and S4 of Bournonite, or E"dellione (a triple
sulphuret of antimony, lead, and copper). Under the sulphurets, we find an admirable exposition of their crystalline
forms, a subject very imperfectly treated by the Abbe Haily
himself: - hu: the article which, in this division, will afford
the highest gratification to the professional mineralogist, is the
supplementary account of the substance which Professor JameSOli namcd in honour of the present author, who first described
it in the Philosophical Trapsactions for 1804. Unfortunately,
on this as 011 various other occasion!!, we can merely refer the
curious to the original text and plates.
We hasten to notice,· in our rapid sketch, 12 specimens of
oxydulated Uranium, and 38 of the oxyd of that metal, or
Uranite, with 20 of the sulphuret of Molybdenum, and 9 of
its oxyd. These last mentioncd are thus introduced to our
acquaintance:
, The only Buthor, B8 far as I recollect, who has hitherto spoken of this
substance, is M. Kanten, (Mineralogisthe label/m,) who alleges that
it cornea from Swt:den. That specimen which belongs to this set, in
which it forms a series of 6 pieces, has probably tIle same locality.
I am indebted for some of these to my respectable friend,
Dr. Crichton, first physician to the Emperor of Russia, who sent
tht;m to me from St. Petersburgh, without knowing their native repository. I have since met witli the other piece. in London: but the
dealer, who was ignorant oC their nature, was not better informed with respect to their originaf situation. This substaJIce invests thm in the form of a lemon-yellow powder, and occurs in the
small cavities of a browll granular quartz; containing, mol't'over,
Ilmall particles of the sulphuret of molybdenum, disseminated within it.
, Th~ otht:r three pieces are, I believe, unique, being sulphuret of
molybdenum, unaccompanied with its matrix; and displaying on thl'ir
lurface some portiollR of a pale green, and sometimes a slightly
whitish substance. These specimens, when broken, discover in
their interior small cavities which are filled with the same substance,
and also of a pale green, sometime. whitish, and sometimes of a darker
green_ This substance much resembles that of a whitish green ;
.but the green· colour is increa~d by exposure to the air attached to_ the spoon, when the molybdenum is evaporated under the
action of the blow-pipe, and appears to be a green oxyd of that
metal. These are the only specimens which I ever observed, but I
have not been able to learn their locali~ y.'

To the s..mples of Tit:mium in this collection, belong 3 8
of the o:lyd, 22 of the iilicco-calcareous, (nigritle,) and 23
of
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Df anatase. Those of Craitonite, which are here classed in the
aame category, have been since ascertained to consist of a
predominant quan~ty of zircon, silica, iron, and manganese;
and they ought, therefore, to be refe~ed to the stony substances,
and placed immediately alter zircon. The seJ;ies which
belongs to anatase, a substance first observed by the author in
the Alps of Dauphiny, in 1782, deserves to be particularly
'noted, on account of the rarity of such specimens. Those
of Craitonite occur still more rarely, and generally accompanied by anata&e. The discovery of this substance, which is
also due to the Count de Bournon, dates from 1788.
Of the martial Scheelin, or Wolfram, we perceive 36
specimens; and of the calcareous, or Tungstein, 11. The
varieties of tellurium are distributed into 8 specimens of the
native metal, 21 of the lamellar, (Na~iag-n-tz of Werner,)
20 of the grey, and 29 of the graphIC. Also 6 specimens
of cerite, 4 of Allanite, 2 of yttriferous oxyd of tantaiium,
and 7 of the oxyd of chromium; besides 70 detached pieces,
connected with the metals, but placed out of their order,
on account of their great size. Many of these particulars,
which we have barely recited, might furnish room for much
curious discussion: but it is now time that we should
bring this article to a, close, with all possible dispatch. For
the same reason, and also because we have not at present the
reqnisite documents within our reach, we forltear from entering
on the consideration of those points concerning which the
author and the Abbe Haiiy have not been able to arrive at
a common . understanding. The Count's strictures on M.
Tonnellier's l'eport of his treatise .on the carbonate of lime
appear to U8 to be founded in justice ~ but, not having the
report itself before us, we state our opinion with much
diffidence.
.
We ought, perhaps, to apologize to our readers for having
already detained them so long with numbers and names:
but we were desirous of conveying to the British public
some idea of the multiplied items of a collection which~
we fondly flatter ourselves, will not be lost,to this country,
nor frittered down and dissipated in fragments. The present
Catalogue, which forms its most valuable accompaniment, has
stTong claims on our favourable notice; since it is evidently
the production of a master-hand, and may on various occasions
be profitably consulted a,s a text-book on mineu.1ogy. The
composition and press-work certainly call for revisIon; but
this remark is not unmingled with feelings of commiseration
and indulgence, on account of those distressing circumstances
",~h are iQ "nfri~ndI1 to ~orre~t writ.iPit anf.1 which have
.
.
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reduced the author to the cruet necessity of renouncing hi.
precious stores and the favourite pursuits of his life.
The plates, which are twenty-one in number, 4!'xhibit
distinct outlines of the figure, of 413 crystals of nrio\J's
minerals•
. Intending purchasers will have an opportunity of visiting
the collection, by giving, the Count one day's previous
notice.
ART•. 111.

Clil'Uis CalmJar;,,; or " com/mJiou.r Analy.r;.r of t/'e
CalenJar; illustrated with Ecclesiastical, Historical, and Clas-

aicjll Anecdotes. By John Brady. 2 Vols .. 8vo. pp. about 370'.
in each Vol. d. Ss. Boards. Longman alld Co. 1812.
,

years ago, we were accustomed to meet with publications intitled "Companions to the Almanack." These
supplements to the Calendar being now probably discontinued,
Mr. Brady has undertaken to supply the deficiency on a much
more extended and amusing plan; uniting to the usual explanations an, account of every saint and every circumstance
noticed in the holiday-columns of the Almanack; and ushering
in the whole by a brief introductLon, in which we are presented.
with a sort of history of the several inventions for measuring
time, (viz. the dial, the cleps).dra, the hour-glass, the clock, and
the watch,) of th~ alterations which the Calendar (or Kalendar)
has undergone, of the structure of almanacks, of the divisions
of time into years, months, days, &c., and of the origin of the
names of the twebe months of the year and the seven dayi
of the week•
.We are informed in the preface that this work has been
C the result of long and arduous application j' and the author
hopes, 'from the scrupulous and vigilant attention which he
has bestowed to attain correCtness,' that· he has succeeded.
We wish that we could compliment him on this head: but we
are under the necessity of remarking that, notwithstanding
Mr. B.'s desire of being accurate, he has fallen into some.
errors; and that, in spite of his long and vigilant study of his
subject, he has not furnished a complete Clavir C"lmtlaria.
On the Fasts, Festivals, &c. marked in the holiday-column of
the Almanack, he has indeed afforded us something that is more
amusing than the pages of good Mr. Nelson: but, as an astronomer, chronologist, and antiquary, Mr. B. is not extensively informed.· Many of our ecclesiastical festivals and regulations being
founded on the institutions and mode of dividing time which
prevailed among the antient Hebrews, more notice ought to
b;lve been taken of the Jewish Calendar; and if .Mr. B. had
eve"
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